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1 Introduction
Let $a(\geq 2)$ be a natural number which is not a perfect $b$-th power with $b\geq 2$ . For a
prime $p$ not dividing $a$ , we define the number
$D_{a}(p)$ $=$ $\beta\langle a(\mathrm{m}\mathrm{o}\mathrm{d} p)\rangle$
(the order of the class $a(\mathrm{m}\mathrm{o}\mathrm{d} p)$ in $(\mathrm{Z}/\mathrm{p}\mathrm{Z})\mathrm{x}$ )
and consider the set
$Qa(x;k, l)=$ {’$p$ $\leq x$ ; Da(p) $\equiv l$ (mod $k)$ }
for arbitrary prescribed integers $k$ and $l$ . We denote the natural density of $Q_{a}(x;k, \mathit{1})$ by




where $\pi(x)$ means the number of primes not exceeding $x$ .
In our papers [2] and [9], we considered the case $k=4$ (See also [1], [4] and [5]). In
these papers, we proved under GRH ($=\mathrm{G}\mathrm{e}\mathrm{n}\mathrm{e}\mathrm{r}\mathrm{a}\mathrm{l}\mathrm{i}\mathrm{z}\mathrm{e}\mathrm{d}$ Riemann Hypothesis), the existence
of the natural density $\Delta a(4, l)$ for $l=0,1,2,3$ and obtained the explicit values of them.
Later in [6] and [10], we extended the result to the cases $(k, l)=(q^{:}, j)$ and $(k, l)=(5,h)$
respectively, where $q$ is an odd prime, $i\geq 2$ , $q|j$ and $1\leq h<5.$
In this article, we consider the most general case, i.e. $k$ and $l$ are arbitrary integers.
We will show two different types of statements according to the value of $k$ :
$1^{\mathrm{O}}$ The case $k$ is a prime power: A $=q^{i}(i\geq 1)$ ,
2’ The case $k$ is a composite number other than 1’.
In both cases, we assume GRH. Then for the case $1^{\mathrm{o}}$ , we can give an explicit formula
expressing $\Delta_{a}(q^{i}, l)$ for any $l$ (see Theorems 2.1 and 2.2). For the case $2^{\mathrm{o}}$ , we have an
algorithm by which we can calculate $\Delta_{a}(k, l)$ for any $k$ and 1 effectively (see Section 3).
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For our motivation of considering this problem, the reader is referred to [2] or [4]. Forsome related problems, see [5] or Odoni [11]. The reader who wants to see examples of
computer experiments is referred to any of our previously published articles other than
[1].
2 The case $k$ is a prime power
In this section we consider the
$\mathrm{c}\mathrm{a}$
$\mathrm{e}k=q^{i}$ ( $q$ is a prime number) and $0\leq l\leq q^{i}-1([3]$
and [6] $)$ . First we assume $i\geq 2$ if $q$ is an odd prime, and $i\geq 3$ if $q=2.$ Then in mostcases, we have a certain recurrence formula between $\Delta_{a}(q^{i}, l)$ and $\triangle_{a}(q^{i-1}, l)$ which showsa kind of “local equi-distribution property”:
Theorem 2.1 We assume $GRH$. Then the density $\triangle_{a}(q^{i}, l)$ always exists and we $have$
the following:
(I) We have $\triangle_{a}(8,2)=\triangle_{a}(4,3)_{f}\triangle_{a}(8,6)=$ A$a(4,1)$ , and $\mathrm{X}_{a}(8, l)=\frac{1}{2}\triangle_{a}(4, l)$ unless
$\mathit{1}=2.6.$
(II) (Local equi-distribution property) We suppose $i\geq 2$ when $q$ is an odd prim$e$, and
$i\geq 4$ rnhen $q=2.$ Then for an arbitrary $l$ , we have the $re$lation
$\Delta_{a}(q’, l)$ $= \frac{1}{q}\triangle_{a}(q^{i-1}, l)$ .
Part (II) of the above theorem tells us that $\Delta_{a}(q^{i-1}, l)$ is equally divided into $q$ values
$\Delta_{a}(qi, l’)$ $(l’=l+iq^{\mathrm{r}-1},0\leq i\leq q-1)$ . We call it “local equi-distribution property”.
The former two equalities in Part (I) seem a little mysterious and we do not know so fara heuristic explanation for them.
By Theorem 2.1, the calculation of $\triangle_{a}(qi, l)$ is reduced to the case $k=4$ if $q=2$
(which is already done in [2] and [9]), and to the case $k=q$ if $q$ is a$\mathrm{n}$ odd prime. Westate the result for $\mathrm{q}$ $=q.$ Let $a_{1}$ be the square free part of $a$ , $G=$ Z/qZx a$\mathrm{n}\mathrm{d}$ let $\hat{G}$ bethe character group of $G$ . We denote the Legendre symbol by $(_{\overline{q}}.)$ and we define for each
$\chi\in\hat{G}$ , an absolute constant $C_{\chi}$ by





$\mathrm{i}\mathrm{f}a_{1}\equiv 3(\mathrm{m}\mathrm{o}\mathrm{d} 4)\mathrm{i}\mathrm{f}a_{1}\equiv 2(\mathrm{m}\mathrm{o}\mathrm{d} 4)\mathrm{i}\mathrm{f}a_{1}\equiv 1(\mathrm{m}\mathrm{o}\mathrm{d} 4)$ .’
Theorem 2.2 Let $q$ be an odd $prime_{J}1\leq h\leq q-1,$ and we assume $GRH$.
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(I) If $q\{a_{1}$ , then
$\triangle_{a}(q, h)=\frac{q^{2}}{(q-1)(q^{2}-1)}-\frac{1}{(q-1)^{2}}\sum_{\chi\in\hat{G}}C_{\chi}\chi(-h)(1+")_{\chi,a}p\prod_{|2a_{1}}\frac{p(\chi(p)-1)}{p^{3}-p^{2}-p+\chi(p)}$
(II) If $q|a_{1}$ , then
$\Delta_{a}(q, h)=\frac{q^{2}}{(q-1)(q^{2}-1)}$
$- \frac{1}{(q-1)^{2}}[\sum_{\chi\in\hat{G}}C_{\chi}\{$$\chi(-h)-(\chi(-h)+2\sum_{r}\chi(r)^{-1})\eta_{\chi,a}\prod_{p|2a_{1}}\frac{p(\chi(p)-1)}{p^{3}-p^{2}-p+\chi(p)}\}]$ ,
where $\sum_{r}$ means a sum over all $r(1\leq r\leq q-1)$ such that $( \frac{hr+1}{q})=\mathrm{I}$ and $\underline{a_{1}}$ is th$e$
$q$ -free part of $a_{1}(i.e. \underline{a_{1}}=a_{1}\int q)$ .






$\prod \mathrm{d})$ $(1+ \frac{(p(i-1))}{(p-1)(p^{2}-i)})\mathrm{p}\equiv 3(\mathrm{I}\mathrm{I}\mathrm{d}5)$
$(1- \frac{(p(i+1))}{(p-1)(p^{2}+i)})$
$\mathrm{p}\equiv 2(\mathrm{m}\mathrm{o}\mathrm{d}5)$
$\prod$ $(1- \frac{2p}{(p-1)(p^{2}+1)})\approx 0.3640896+0.2240411i$
$p\equiv 4(\mathrm{m}\mathrm{o}\mathrm{d}5)$
and $C_{\chi \mathrm{a}}=C_{\chi_{2}}$ , where $G=\{\chi_{0}, \chi_{1}, \chi_{2}, \chi_{3}\}$ , $\chi_{0}$ is principal and $\chi_{1}^{2}=\chi_{0}$ . It is an interesting
phenomenon that the cancellation of the imaginary parts of $C_{\chi}$ ’s results in real densities,
and this can be explained by the use of the Dirichlet characters, similar to the proof of
the theorem of arithmetic progressions. From this point of view, the case $k=4$ is rather
special because we do not need imaginary numbers to express the values of characters
mod 4 (note that the constant $C$ in [1] or [9] coincides with $C_{\chi}$ with $\chi$ replaced by the
non-principal character mod 4).
Let us see the idea of proof. The special case $\mathit{1}=0$ is obtained along the same line
as in Hasse [7], [8] and Odoni [11]. Indeed, when $q$ is an odd prime (the case $q=2$ is
complicated and omitted),
$\Delta_{a}(q^{i}, 0)=\frac{q}{q^{i-2}(q^{2}-1)}$
(the case $i=1$ is already obtained by Hasse and Odoni). So we are interested in the set
$Qa(x]q^{i}, l)$ with $1\leq l\leq q^{i}-1,$ we put $l=hq^{e}$ with $q\{h$ and $0\leq e\leq i-1.$ For $1\leq r<q^{:}$
$(q \dagger r)$ and $j\geq 0,$ let
$k=$ { $(\overline{h}r)$ (mod $q^{i-e})+jq^{i-e}$ } $q^{f-e}$
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where $hh\equiv 1$ (mod $q^{i-e}$ ), and $(\overline{h}r)$ (mod $q^{i-e}$ ) means the least natural number whi $\mathrm{c}\mathrm{h}$ $\mathrm{i}$ ;
congruent to $\overline{h}r$ modulo $q^{i-e}$ . And let
$k_{0}=p: \mathrm{p}\mathrm{r}\mathrm{i}\mathrm{m}\mathrm{e}\prod_{p|k}p$
(the core of $k$ ).
The following lemma is the starting point:
Lemma 2.3 Let $I_{a}(p)=|$ $(\mathrm{Z}/p\mathrm{Z})$ $\mathrm{x}$ : $\langle$$a$ (mod $p)\rangle$ $|$ , the residual index mod $p$ of $a$ . Th$en$,
$\# Q_{a}(x;q^{:}, hq)e=\sum_{1\leq r<q^{},q\{r}\sum_{f>>e}\sum_{j\geq 0}\#$ $\{p\leq x ; I_{a}(p)=k, p\equiv 1+rq^{f}(\mathrm{m}\mathrm{o}\mathrm{d} q)f+i\}|$
$I_{a}(p)=|(\mathrm{Z}/p\mathrm{Z )^{\mathrm{x}}$ $\langle a(\mathrm{m}\mathrm{o}\mathrm{d} p)\rangle|$ e
Q_{a}(x;q^{:}, hq)e=\sum_{1\leq r<q^{},q {r},$
$\sum_{f>>e}\sum_{j\geq 0}\#$
x ; I_{a}(p)=k, p\equiv 1+rq^{f}(\mathrm{ }\mathrm{o}\mathrm{d} q^{f+i}) $
This lemma and a similar reasoning to that of [2] allows us to prove the existence of th$\mathrm{e}$
density $\Delta_{a}(qi, l)$ and its expression in infinite series (Theorem 2.4 below). To state th$\mathrm{e}$
theorem, we need some more notations. We define the following two types of number
fields:
$G_{k,n,d}$ $=$ $\mathrm{Q}(a^{1/kn}, \zeta_{kd}, \zeta_{n})$ ,
$\tilde{G}_{k,n,d}$ $=$ $G_{k,n,d}(\zeta_{q^{f+i}})$ .
We take an automorphism $\sigma_{f}\in \mathrm{G}\mathrm{a}1(\mathrm{Q}(\zeta_{q}f+:)\oint \mathrm{Q})$ determined uniquely by the condi-
tion $\sigma_{r}$ : $\zeta_{q^{f+:}}-$, $\zeta_{q^{f+}}^{1+rq^{f}}\dot{.}$ $(1\leq r<q^{\dot{2}}, q\{r)$ , and we consider an automorphism
$\sigma_{r}^{*}\in \mathrm{G}\mathrm{a}1(\overline{G}_{k,n,d}/G_{k,n,d})$ which satisfies $\sigma_{r}^{*}|_{\mathrm{Q}(\zeta_{q^{f+:}})}=\sigma_{r}$ . We can verify that such a $\mathrm{x}_{r}^{*}$
is unique if it exists (see [2, Lemma 4.3]). Then we have
Theorem 2.4 Under $GRH$, we have
$\# Q_{a}(x;q, hiq)e=\Delta_{a}(q, hiq)e1\mathrm{i}x+O(\frac{x}{\log x1\mathrm{o}\mathrm{g}\log x})$
as $xarrow\infty$ , where






1, $t^{1}f$ $r$: exists,
0, otherwise.
The series in the right hand side of (2.1) always converge.
We must determine the coefficients $c_{f}(k, n, d)$ (done in [3, Section 3]). Then Theorem
2.2 is obtained by transforming the series (2.1) into an expression involving some Euler
products. Theorem 2.1 is obtained a little easier, but requires a variety of other techniques.li l
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3 The case $k$ is an arbitrary composite number
In this section we consider the case $k$ is an arbitrary composite number, especially $k$ has
at least two distinct prime factors. The main result for this case is the following:
Theorem 3.1 We assume $GRH$. Then, for any residue class $l$ (mod $k$ ), the $nat$ural
density $\mathrm{X}_{a}(k, l)$ exists and the value of $\Delta_{a}(k, l)$ is effectively computable.
We sketch the idea of proof. Let $k= \prod_{i=1}^{r}p_{i}^{e_{\mathrm{i}}}$ (factorization into prime factors) and we
put $l=h \prod$|$i=1rf_{i}p_{i}((h, k)=1)$ . First we consider the cas$\mathrm{e}$ where $l$ satisfies th$\mathrm{e}$ condition
$p_{i}^{e_{\mathrm{i}}}$ \dagger $l$ for any $i$ , $1\leq i\leq r.$ Then like Lemma 2.3, we can decompose the set $Q_{a}(x;k, l)$ as
follows:
Lemma 3.2 Under the above notations, we have






$\mathrm{Q}\{p\leq x$ ; $I_{a}(p)=m$ , $p \equiv 1+s\prod_{i=1}^{r}p_{i}^{\mathit{9}}.\cdot$ (mod $\prod_{\dot{|}=1}^{r}p_{i}^{e:+g:}$ )},
where
$m=\{\overline{h}$s (mod $\prod_{i=1}^{r}p_{i}^{e:-f}.\cdot$ ) $+t \prod_{i=1}^{r}p_{i}^{e_{i}-f}.\cdot\}\prod_{i=1}^{r}p^{g.-f_{i}}.\cdot$.
and $\overline{h}h\equiv 1$ (mod $\prod_{\dot{\iota}=1}^{r}p_{i}^{e-f}$::) .
Using this lemma, we can prove the existence of the density $\Delta_{a}(k, l)$ by deducing a similar
result to Theorem 2.4, and can find the exact value of it in a similar method to that of
[2].
When $p_{i}^{e}|$: $l$ for some $i$ , we must appeal to a different method because the decomposition
in Lemma 3.2 does not hold. The technique we employ is rather elementary. We construct
a certain system of linear equations including $\mathrm{X}_{a}$ (k, $l$ ), and show that the solution i$\mathrm{s}$
unique. We illustrate the idea by an example:
Example 3.3 $k=12=2^{2}\cdot 3^{1}$ . We can know $\triangle_{a}(12,0)$ unconditionally (similar to [11]).
For such an $l$ with $2^{2}$ \dagger $l$ and 3{ $l$ , we can calculate the exact densities
$\Delta_{a}(12,1)$ , $\Delta_{a}(12,2)$ , $\Delta_{a}(12,5)$ , $\Delta_{a}(12,7)$ , $\triangle_{a}(12,10)$ , $\Delta_{a}(12,11)$ .
For remaining values of $l$ , i.e. $l=3,4,6,8,9$ , we construct a system of linear equations







$=1p i}^{f_{i}}((h, k)=1 e
$\backslash \mathrm{e}$
; $k$ , $l$ )
um_{g_{1}\geq f1 sum_{g_{r}\geq fr
\equiv 1+s\prod_{i=1}^{r}p_{i}^{\mathit{9}}.\cdot(\mathrm{m}\mathrm{o}\mathrm{d} \prod_{\dot{|}=1}^{r}1$
$m= \{\overline{h}s(\mathrm{m}\mathrm{o}\mathrm{d} \prod_{i=1}^{r}p_{i}^{e}.):-f\cdot+t\prod_{i=1}^{r}p_{i}^{e;-f}.\cdot\}\prod_{i=1}^{r}p_ \dot 1}}^{g.-f_{i}}















$\Delta_{a}(3,1)$ $=$ $\Delta_{a}(12,1)+\triangle_{a}(12,4)+\Delta_{a}(12,7)+\Delta_{a}(12,10)$ ,
$\Delta_{a}(3,2)$ $=$ $\Delta_{a}(12,2)+\Delta_{a}(12,5)+\triangle_{a}(12,8)+\Delta_{a}(12,11)$ ,
$\Delta_{a}(4,1)$ $=$ $\triangle_{a}(12,1)+\triangle_{a}(12,5)+\underline{\Delta_{a}(12,9)}$ ,
$\Delta_{a}(4,2)$ $=$ $\Delta_{a}(12,2)+\triangle_{a}(12,6)+\Delta_{a}(12,10)$ ,
$\Delta_{a}(4,3)$ $=$ $\triangle_{a}(12,3)+\Delta_{a}(12,7)+\triangle_{a}(12,11)$ .
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We know all the values in the left hand sides by our previous results. In the right handsides, we can calculate all values which are not underlined by the discussion above. S $\mathrm{o}$ eachequatio$\mathrm{n}$ contains only one undecided value, and we can get it by solvi$\mathrm{n}\mathrm{g}$ th$\mathrm{e}$ equation.
The case $k=12$ is the simplest case, but we can show that we can always constru$\mathrm{c}\mathrm{t}$ sucha “good” system of equations and can determine any $\triangle a(k, l)$ .
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